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Russian Officials to be Charged with DNC Hacking?
No Evidence, No Hacking Occurred!
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America’s  deeply  corrupted  political  system  is  too  debauched  to  fix.  Virtually  daily,  clear
evidence proves it overwhelmingly.

A bipartisan criminal class runs things. Malevolent deep state power directs Washington’s
agenda. Fantasy democracy gives the system cover.

Simple due diligence reveals what’s going on, a tyrannical nation bent on world conquest
and dominance, more dangerous and ruthless than any others in history.

Humanity’s fate hangs in the balance, catastrophic nuclear war virtually certain if things
proceed on their present course.

According to the Wall Street Journal, the Justice Department claims it has enough evidence
to  charge  over  six  Russian  military  and  intelligence  officials  with  hacking  DNC  computers
before last year’s US presidential election.

Fact: It has none except what it may have invented. No Russian hacking occurred. More on
this below.

America’s intelligence community accused Vladimir Putin of ordering a campaign to help
Trump defeat Hillary.

Fact: The claim is a bald-faced lie. Not a shred of evidence of alleged Russian hacking or
Putin’s involvement was presented in over a year since accusations first surfaced.

Fact:  Months of  House,  Senate and special  council  Robert  Mueller  investigations found
nothing – because there’s nothing to find.

Yet investigations continue, wasting time and money, part of longstanding Russia bashing,
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along with distracting public attention from more pressing issues, including:

— endless US wars of aggression against nonbelligerent states – the highest of
high crimes;

— other wars perhaps readying to be launched – North Korea and Iran prime
targets;

— bipartisan war on social justice – heading toward eliminating it altogether;

— the unprecedented wealth transfer from ordinary people to super-rich ones;

— monied interests exploiting ordinary people – supported by presidents and
Congress;

— the nation increasingly a ruler-serf  society – thirdworldized, poverty the
leading growth industry;

— freedom-destroying police state laws, and much more, proving America is a
tyrannical plutocracy, not a democracy.

I’ve written numerous articles debunking the phony Russian hacking story – delegitimizing
Trump for the wrong reasons and relentlessly bashing Russia, why the malicious campaign
surfaced last year and continues, even though it doesn’t have a leg to stand on.

Last March, former UK ambassador to Uzbekistan Craig Murray explained claims about
Russian US election hacking were fabricated.

“The source of these emails and leaks has nothing to do with Russia at all,” he
said.

“I  discovered  what  the  source  was  when  I  attended  the  Sam  Adam‘s
whistleblower  award  in  Washington,”  he  explained.  “The  source  of  these
emails comes from within official circles in Washington DC. You should look to
Washington not to Moscow.”

“WikiLeaks  has  never  published  any  material  received  from  the  Russian
government  or  from any  proxy  of  the  Russian  government.  It’s  simply  a
completely untrue claim designed to divert attention from the content of the
material.”

Misinformation and Big Lies repeated enough get most people to believe them – why polls
show most Americans believe the phony Russian hacking story. Media scoundrels suppress
vital truths exposing the ruse.

Last summer, highly respected investigative journalist Seymour Hersh revealed that the CIA
is behind Russiagate.

Claims about Russian US election hacking, along with alleged improper or illegal Trump
team ties to Moscow, were fabricated – a John Brennan operation.

DNC staffer Seth Rich leaked its emails. WikiLeaks published them – Rich later lethally shot
in Washington.
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America’s intelligence community’s accusation about Russian hacking is a fabricated Big
Lie. No hacking occurred!

Hersh and Craig Murray exposed Russiagate, its Big Lies invented and spread by the CIA.

Russia didn’t interfere in America’s election or any others. Washington does it repeatedly
against numerous countries.

The  Wall  Street  Journal  published  fabricated  accusations  it  should  have  debunked  as
malicious malarkey!

VISIT  MY  NEW  WEB  SITE:  stephenlendman.org  (Home  –  Stephen  Lendman).  Contact
at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

My newest book as editor and contributor is titled “Flashpoint in Ukraine: How the US Drive
for Hegemony Risks WW III.”

http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanIII.html
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